THE WALL STREET CRASH
REVEALED

“I made a tremendous amount

of money on real estate. I’ll take
real estate rather than go to

Wall Street and get 2.8 percent.
Forget about it.”
Ivana Trump
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who may in the future be not in

most intense downfall in the his-
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a capacity to pay back the loans
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economic tools which eventually
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their dreams of buying a house of

backfired and created an economic

making it vulnerable to a downturn

their own.

entire world. The epicentre of this depression was
the United States with its

“The same American Policy of American
Bankers, viz. “Spend more than you earn”
backfired and caused serious consequences.”
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The ripple effect started

with the merger of Pepsi-Cola

when the borrowers, who

Company and Frito-Lay, Inc.

were never in a position to

Pepsi Co has since expanded

pay back the loans, declared

from its namesake product

bankruptcy.

Consequently

Pepsi to a broader range of
food and beverage brands.

excess expenditure.

in the last few years had exhibited

do foreclosure of property. This

The entire cycle started with

very huge return opportunities in

resulted in depreciation of house

The term “weblog” was short-

the emergence of the so called

this area and this was the very

rates and left the bank with a

ened to ‘blog’ after Peter

“Shadow Bankers” who are typi-

motivation behind the excessive

multitude of non-liquid physical

Merholz jokingly broke the word

cally

between

leveraging. The high leveraging

assets in the form of houses whose

into the phrase we blog in the

investors and borrowers. Instances

activity in the lending market pre-

rates had intensely depreciated.

sidebar of his blog. The first

Risk Premium

occur where the lender is not able

sented a great opportunity to get

This brought the banks into a posi-

weblog of such kind was Open

to directly find the borrower, and

loans on low interest rates very

tion where they had to declare

Diary founded in October 1998,

Every decision in a business

in these situations these entities

bankruptcy.

Thus the investors

while the term “blogger” was

intervene channelling funds from

from which these banks had bor-

devised by Evan Williams at

investors to the corporation, profit-

rowed their finances also faced

Pyra Labs who launched blog-

ing either from fees or difference

huge losses. The situation created

ger.com in August 1999 and

in interest rates of borrowing and

hostile conditions for the market

later sold it to Google in 2003.

lending. These institutions are not

and the housing assets began to see

associated with it. If project
A is far riskier than project B,
there should be a clear risk
premium that could accrue to
the firm if project A is enacted. But with that risk premium
return, there will also be a
risk premium cost to the company for the use of the funds.
It should be seen whether
the risk premium of additional
potential return is commensurate with the additional risk
costs that come with doing
that investment project.

subject to regulatory oversight and

easily. Even the mortgage qualifi-

depreciation in their credit value

the same safety and soundness reg-

cation requirements were relaxed.

for the first time in several years.

Volkswagen was founded in

ulations as depository banks, and

However what the bankers failed

What

1937 by the Nazi trade union,

as a result, can have a very high

to realise that with new qualifica-

involved in other markets bear the

the German Labour Front. Adolf

financial leverage. To continue

tion requirements, new mortgages

brunt of this turn of events was

Hitler declared his intentions for

functioning effectively, these insti-

were given to people who would

the fact that many of the finan-

a state-sponsored Volkswagen

tutions borrow from investors in

have never gotten them before.

cial institutions of the nation were

program. Volkswagen means

short-term liquid markets imply-

These new people were primarily

going down and without them the

“people’s car” in German. Its

ing they must frequently repay and

the “sub-prime borrowers” which

survival of other companies work-

current tagline or slogan is Das

often consisted of the poor people

ing in totally different environ-

Auto (in English- the Car).

borrow again from these investors.

made
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Wipro, Continuous Computing tie up
to offer 3G, LTE solutions
IT firm Wipro Technologies has partnered with
US-based Continuous Computing to provide
solutions to 3G and Long Term Evolution (LTE)
network equipment-makers.The two companies
are working together to provide Deep Packet
Inspection ( DPI )) and Femtocell products for
network equipment providers supplying 3G and
LTE network infrastructure.

By using these solutions, mobile service providers
can lower their operational costs, while end-users
benefit from improved coverage and performance.
The companies will deliver these solutions to
network equipment providers worldwide.
“Continuous Computing” is a privately-held company based in San Diego that provides telecom
systems made up of telecom platforms and Trillium software, including protocol software stacks
for femtocells and 4G wireless / Long Term
Evolution (LTE).

E- Summit to be organized by EDC

Android App Market Surpasses That
of Apple

Android App market is growing at a phenomenal
rate and it’s expected that given this rate, Android
market will have more apps than Apple store
by 2012.The number of apps available on the
Android Market has doubled since 2010.Android
Market developers typically release more apps
than Apple App Store developers. On average
the Android Market has 6.2 apps per developer
in comparison to Apple App Store which has 4.8
apps per developer.

Android is a mobile operating system initially
developed by Android Inc. but was later bought
by Google. Android is based upon a modified
version of the Linux kernel. Google collaborated
with other members of the Open Handset Alliance to develop Android. Android has a large
community of developers writing application
programs (“apps”) that extend the functionality
of the devices. Android Market is the online app
store run by Google. Developers write primarily
in the Java language, controlling the device via
Google-developed Java libraries.

Entrepreneurship Development Cell is back with its mega fest E-SUMMIT that will be
held towards the end of March (i.e. 26th-27th). The intent behind hosting this fest is to
bring together the people with budding and brilliant ideas on a common platform. It also
seeks to provide an exposure to the real world to all those students who plan to step into the
world of business after completing their education. Besides, it generates great awareness
about the concept of entrepreneurship.
Workshops and challenging competitions such as B-Roadies and Avalanche will be organized during this fest. Seminars and speaker series featuring great business magnets will
also be conducted. The students will get to learn a lot about the avenues that they have not
yet explored by them.

Café Coffee
Day

Cafe Coffee Day’s
divisions include:
• Coffee Day Fresh ‘n’ Ground,

The Story So Far

which owns 450 coffee bean

“A lot can happen over coffee”, That’s

and powder retail outlets.

how CCD manages to source coffee

• Coffee Day Square, a high
level coffee bar in Bangalore.
• Coffee Day Xpress, which
runs 730 Coffee Day kiosks.
• Coffee Day Takeaway, which

“Guru” or if you are a

word has become the integral entity of our

certain unethical steps. Creativity and manipu-

fair fan of Dhiru Bhai

modus- operandi, and to be more precise

lations; both circumstantial as well as finan-

Ambani!).

has been vividly dictating our lives. The

cial, are indispensables to decide on the apt

Necessity

same seems to be the case in context to
Entrepreneurship.

“And our nation, though it has no drink-

A lot depends on ones individual perspective
of Jugaad. For one it might be a veneer to

transportation, sense of hygiene, discipline,

the second largest in Asia.

pass through the loopholes of the system or

to some extent creating, the cafe

years ago.

• Coffee Day Exports, its export-

coffee shops in India with its

culture wave that swept across

Industry analysts estimate that

ing wing.

headquarters in Chikkamagaluru,

metropolitan

following

fewer than 1,000 cafés make up

• Coffee Day Perfect, its divi-

Karnataka. Café Coffee Day

strong economic growth resulting

India’s organized space, but they

sion.

(CCD) pioneered the café con-

in an increase in youth spend-

put the potential at around 5,000.

cept in India by opening its

ing power. It offers satellite radio

The largest player after Coffee

first café at Brigade Road in

and Wi-Fi at some stores via

Day, Barista, has about 200 cafés.

Bangalore. Today, more than a

its tie-ins with WorldSpace and

Siddhartha is experimenting now

decade later, Café Coffee Day

Microsense, respectively. It has

with new formats, such as lounge

is the largest organized retail

recently opened cafes in Pakistan,

cafés serving plated meals in

café chain in India with cafes

Germany, and Austria, as well.

addition to the sandwiches, pas-

functioning in every nook and

Café Coffee Day sources cof-

tries and croissants offered in the

corner of the country. Drawing

fee from 10,500 acres of coffee

cafés. The idea is to see whether

Building a business out of

inspiration from this overwhelm-

estates, the second largest in Asia,

this format can attract and retain

very little or virtually nothing.

ing success, Café Coffee Day

that is owned by a sister concern

customers who typically go else-

Boot strappers rely usually on

today has cafes in Vienna, Austria

and from 11,000 small growers.

where during mealtimes. Unlike

personal income and savings,

and Karachi. What’s more, new

While this might appear to be a tall

the cafés, which cater primarily

sweat equity, lowest possible

cafes are planned across Middle

order, CCD’s investors feel other-

to the 15 to 30 age group, this

operating costs, fast inventory

East, Eastern Europe, Eurasia,

wise. They see enough potential in

format targets consumers who are

turnaround, and a cash-only

Egypt and South East Asia in the

the coffee retail market for CCD to

more than 30 years of age. In two

approach to selling. Many of

near future. V.G. Siddhartha is

ramp up even faster. According to

airports in India -- in Mumbai and

today’s largest corporations

the chairman of the Bangalore-

Naresh Malhotra, formerly CCD’s

Bangalore -- these lounge cafés

(such as Apple computer,Coca

based Amalgamated Bean Coffee

chief executive officer and now a

serve liquor to cater to those loca-

Cola, Dell Computer, Hewlett-

Trading Co. (ABC) and the man

director at the venture capital firm

tions’ specific audiences. Whether

Packard, Microsoft) began as

behind India’s largest café chain.

Sequoia Capital: “This space has

this plays well with consumers or

boot-strapped ventures. Most of

He opened the first cafe in 1996

enough potential for Coffee Day

just confuses the brand remains to

world’s startups still follow this

on Brigade Road in Bangalore

to open a café every 200 yards in

be seen.

road; either because there is no

and today is the largest cafe retail

the country, within five minutes’

Café Coffee Day is truly an epit-

alternative, or because of the

chain in India, with 1000 cafes

walking distance of one another.”

ome of an Indian effort reaching

unmatched control and inde-

in 141 cities and many in its

Sequoia invested $20 million in

unexpected heights and painting

pendence it offers.

base, Bangalore. The cafe chain

ABC, one of India’s largest inte-

a prominent picture of India on

has had much success riding, and

grated coffee conglomerates, two

global scale.

Bootstrapping

manipulations and might even comprise of

from 10,500 acres of coffee estates,

Café Coffee Day is a chain of

India

JUGAAD ?

“Jugaad”, though unnoticed, this six-letter

ing water, electricity, sewage system, public

runs 9000 vending machines.
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IS ENTREPRENEURSHIP ==

in more exaggerated words “DEFYING THE
ADVERSITIES”. It is a neo-innovation of
accomplishing a task under the harshest of
constraints. Analogically, Entrepreneurship
involves a constant craving for the goal under
acute adversities. An entrepreneur would certainly favour minimizing investment costs and
maximising the profit. Intelligently veiling the
income sources and tax-evasions obviously
become the priorities. Thus, Jugaad provides
the shortest and the easiest of the ways to be a
successful entrepreneur.
Jugaad is an amalgam of creativity, master

courtesy, or punctuality, does have entrepreneurs. Thousands and thousands of them.” by
Aravind Adiga, The White Tiger
moment to start ones venture and ensure even
further incubations. The mere popping up of
a million-dollar idea is neither substantial nor
conclusive. Strike when the iron is hot! Had
Guru Bhai not Jugaaded cloth-mills in the
name of spare parts, he probably hadn’t been
able to transform his enterprise into an MNC
even in his four generations (you would get
the point well if you have watched the movie

is

the

mother of invention. India is brimming with entrepreneurs to meet its varied
necessities and particularly social entrepreneurship which suits its rural sector. A country with such a low per capita income is full
of entrepreneurs (who need capital!). It is
being made possible by making something
utile even out of junks. It is known as Frugal
Entrepreneurship, which is now an Indian
trademark. Keeping old equipment running
with improvized spare parts is a classic example of jugaad.
So, conclusively the Entrepreneurship and
Jugaad go side by side to a large extent, especially in context to the Indian scenario. Jugaad
is gravely instrumental in the accomplishment
of a successful Entrepreneurship.

Is Entrepreneurship != Jugaad

The term jugaad itself is a subjective term, but

the Founder of the website- passion, which

enue generation up to a long time.

the view won’t be supported merely by find-

keeps the website running. Classifying it under

A crucial concept about entrepreneurship is no

ing fallacies in the definition of this word. The

jugaad would be close to blasphemy.

one other than the entrepreneur himself sets

very closeness of the act of entrepreneurship

In fact, it is not the only example. There have

the deadlines, so assembling things at the last

to an inner dedication and passion suggests

been many ventures which arise out of the

moment to generate a makeshift product (as

“Rather entrepreneurship is better

exemplified by Suresh Kalmadi in organiza-

In the recent times, there are some striking

described as an example of art for

tion of Commonwealth Games or by students

examples which suggest the same. For instance,

art’s sake”

in assignments) prior to a given date isn’t pos-

mere prospect of making huge bucks in case it

Entrepreneurship is about making sacrifices for

works. Only one thing is fixed here- the vision,

the sake of idea’s consistency, thinking with

the changes the venture aims to attain with its

far-sightedness with focus on the desired end

inception. As evident in the movie The Social

results, as well as means for attaining the same.

Network, Mark Zuckerberg was like an artist

Thus entrepreneurship in its true form is closer

who allowed his passion to flow in the form

to a form of art for the sake of change, although

of lines of code, while scaling operations for

raw business-retailing maybe a form of jugaad.

This Month’s Q&A Technology
Tips
being an antithesis to the concept of jugaad.
need for the product or service, rather than the
Rather, entrepreneurship is better described as
an example of art for art’s sake.

consider the knowledge portal Wikipedia. The
website has been made with a clear motive
of expansion of the world’s knowledge base,
without a clear revenue model but rather based
on the goodwill of the contributors, readers- or
simply put, recipients of the knowledge. No
ads, no charge for accessing the pages, nothing! Each contributor has the same thing as

Facebook and resisting advertisements for rev-

sible.

